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The 2nd Financial Freedom Fraternity Leadership Conference was organised from 3rd-5th Sept 2021, by the SSL Academy on the theme ‘Saptaanga- the seven pillars of leadership’.
Saptaanga Model, Paving the Growth for Leaders – A Leadership Conclave for Financial Experts
Cloud-based software provider Salesforce on Tuesday said it is witnessing broad-based growth in the SME (small and medium enterprises) segment in the country as businesses across verticals embraced ...
Growth in SME segment driven by digital adoption amid pandemic: salesforce
Tariq Saeed Allay, Director of the Sharjah Government Media Bureau (SGMB), spoke of the global conditions that coincided with the 5th ... communication, and leverage them to serve its goals. Themed ...
IGCF had to ‘adapt to digital developments’
The 5G network is the fifth generation technology standard for broadband and its National Policy was approved by the Federal Government last week during the weekly Federal Executive Council (FEC) meet ...
5G: Stakeholders, others hail adoption by FG
Small and Medium Business Trends report shows that businesses are embracing the digital-first world by accelerating their technology investments.
Growing small and medium businesses embrace the digital-first world
(MENAFN - The Peninsula) Doha: In collaboration with the Communications Regulatory Authority (CRA), Huawei launched today the 5th edition of ... role in building the digital economy and developing ...
CRA, Huawei launch 'Seeds for the Future' programme
Updated guidelines from the Global Symposium for Regulators (GSR) offer a toolbox to leverage evolving market dynamics, adapt in the aftermath of COVID-19, and seize new digital opportunities.
Digital regulators must collaborate to build forward better
Cloud-based software provider Salesforce on Tuesday said it is witnessing broad-based growth in the SME (small and medium enterprises) segment in the country as businesses across verticals embraced ...
Sme Segment Sees Growth Owing To Digital Transformation Amid Pandemic: Salesforce
The digital publisher, which plans to go public in a SPAC deal with Complex Networks slated to close later this year, said second-quarter advertising revenue rose 79% from a year ago.
BuzzFeed Revenue Jumps 51% Ahead of Public Listing
On Wednesday, the presentation of a digital platform for small and medium-sized companies, as well as a software for professional solutions in electronic commerce, marked the first day of the Forum of ...
Business platforms and e-commerce at forum in Cuba
Kazakhstan’s authorities are ready to spend about $500 million to upgrade eGov, a national hub for state services online. The largest commercial bank in Russia Sber might receive the lion's share of ...
Kazakhstan Wants to Get Out of a Deadlock in Digitalization
KARACHI: Speaking at the 5th China ... and Communications Technology (ICT) can play as a driver of the Arab world's socio-economic development, expanding the region's digital economy.
'ICT accelerating digital transformation, growth of digital economy in Arab'
A smart antenna is an antenna array that has smart or digital signal processing algorithms ... Smart antennas are a vital component of a wireless communication system and complete spatial signal ...
Worldwide Market Share of 5G Smart Antenna to Exceed $6,325 Mn Value by 2026, With 57% CAGR Growth: FnF Research
Greece’s wine tourism strategy was presented to a wide range of experts by Deputy Tourism Minister Sofia Zacharaki at the 5th UNWTO Global Conference on Wine Tourism in Portugal.
Greece Presents Wine Tourism Strategy at UNWTO Global Event
Doha: In collaboration with the Communications Regulatory ... in building the future digital society. As part of our commitment to continuously developing local talent in Qatar, we are honored to ...
The CRA and Huawei launch Seeds for the Future 2021 program
in celebration of its 5th anniversary ... including limited edition gift boxes, global anniversary discount sales, and an all-digital party. tina touli collaborated to create an artwork inspired ...
snapmaker hosts 5th anniversary with virtual party, high five challenge and global sale
Previously available only within James' Complete Motown Albums digital collection, this new Deluxe Edition of Glow is ... Glow was James' fifth solo album for Motown. Its fusion of rock, funk ...
Rick James' Hit Album 'Glow' Is Available Today As A Digital Deluxe Edition
Doha: In collaboration with the Communications Regulatory Authority (CRA), Huawei launched today the 5th edition of its annual ... their role in building the digital economy and developing a ...
CRA, Huawei launch ‘Seeds for the Future’ programme
Speaking at the 5th China ... information and communications technology (ICT) can play as a driver of the Arab world’s socio-economic development, expanding the region’s digital economy.
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